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(57) ABSTRACT 
A portable structure, simply constructed with inexpensive 
and generally lightweight materials, for displaying a selected 
portion of the night sky and selected planets, satellites, com- 
ets and other astronomically observable objects that are visu- 
ally perceptible within that portion of the night sky. The 
structure includes a computer having stored signals repre- 
senting the observable objects, an image projector that con- 
verts and projects the stored signals as visually perceptible 
images, a first curvilinear light-reflecting surface to receive 
and reflect the visually perceptible images, and a second 
curvilinear surface to receive and display the visually percep- 
tible images reflected from the first surface. The images may 
be motionless or may move with passage of time. In one 
embodiment, the structure includes an inflatable screen sur- 
face that receives gas in an enclosed volume, supports itself 
without further mechanical support, and optionally self-regu- 
lates pressure ofthe received gas within the enclosedvolume. 
13 Claims, 4 Drawing Sheets 
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selected position in space. This includes locations, at a par- 
ticular time selected by the operator, and motions of planets, 
stars, galaxies, nebulae and comets that are visible from the 
selected position. The first surface, second surface, projector 
5 and computer components can be disassembled and packed 
into a volume no larger than about 27,000 cm3, with a asso- 
ciated mass no greater than about 20 kgm, or larger if desired 
The array of images that can be presented is limited only by 
the computer software that is available or can be developed. 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
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SIMPLIFIED NIGHT SKY DISPLAY SYSTEM 
ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION 
This invention was made, in part, by an employee of the 
U.S. government. The U.S. government has the right to make, 
use andor sell the invention described herein without pay- 
ment of compensation therefor, including but not limited to 
payment of royalties. 
FIELD OF THE INVENTION 
This invention relates to a planetarium for simulation of the 
appearance of portions of the night sky. 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
Planetaria, for display of observable objects in the night 
sky, have become increasingly complex to assemble and to 
operate as the planetaria designers have sought to capture 
more and more of the astronomically observable features. On 
the positive side, this development has led to night sky dis- 
plays of unparalleled detail, incorporating features that were 
not available to professional astronomy educators fifty years 
ago. On the negative side, these display systems often require 
special training to operate, require permanent set-ups that 
cannot be moved or are moved only with difficulty, and are 
expensive to purchase and to maintain. 
What is needed is a simpler night sky display system that 
has only a few portable and simple components that can be 
assembled andor disassembled easily and quickly, that do not 
require expensive or extensive maintenance procedures, and 
that are easily modified to different night sky scenes. 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
These needs are met by the invention, which provides a 
simple night sky display system that is portable (total volume 
no more than about lo6 cm3 in a disassembled state), that is 
lightweight (total mass no more than about 20 kilograms), 
and includes at most four components in its simplest configu- 
ration: (i) a computer, having a temporary or permanent 
memory that contains at least one signal representing one or 
more images of a portion of the sky when viewed from an 
arbitrarily selectable position at a selected time (past, present, 
future); (ii) a projector that receives the at least one image 
signal from the computer and forms and projects a visually 
perceptible image; (iii) a substantially spherical light-reflect- 
ing first surface and mount, having a first surface geometric 
center at a selected location, for receiving and reflecting at 
least a portion of the visually perceptible image from the 
projector; and (iv) a substantially spherical second surface, 
having a shape of a steradial sector of a hemisphere and 
having a second surface geometric center located at substan- 
tially the same location as the first surface geometric center, 
for receiving and displaying the visually perceptible image 
reflected from the first surface. 
The first surface may be wood, plastic, fiberglass, glass 
andor a similar material, to which a light-reflecting coating is 
conformally applied. The second surface may be cloth, paper, 
cardboard, wood, fabric andor a similar foldable material. 
The projector optionally includes a position adjustment 
mechanism for adjusting height andor angular orientation of 
the first surface. 
The system may be used to simulate selected portions of 
the night sky, preserving the appearance and kinesthetic sense 
of the celestial sphere surrounding the Earth or any other 
FIG. 1 schematically illustrates an embodiment of the 
invention. 
FIG. 2, schematically illustrates use of a first surface posi- 
tion adjustment that is optionally part of the invention. 
FIGS. 3A, 3B and 4 illustrate how tube sections in the 
invention fit together to support a light reflecting second 
surface, such as a screen. 
FIG. 5 illustrates use of an inflatable structure as part of the 
invention. 
15 
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DESCRIPTION OF BEST MODES OF THE 
INVENTION 
25 
FIG. 1 schematically illustrates an embodiment of the 
inventive display structure 10, which includes: (i) a computer 
I1 having a permanent or temporary memory containing at 
least one image signal IS representing one or more images of 
30 a portion of a “night sky” (defined to be a contiguous portion 
of a celestial sphere that is viewable from a selected position 
in space, including but not limited to a position on the Earth, 
at a selected time that may but need not correspond to “night- 
time” at that selected position); (ii) a projector 12 that 
35 receives the at least one signal IS from the computer 11 and 
forms and projects a visually perceptible image Im of the 
portion of the night sky; (iii) a substantially spherical light 
reflecting first surface 13, having a first surface geometric 
center GC-1 at a selected location, for receiving and reflecting 
40 at least a portion ofthe visually perceptible image Im from the 
projector 12 as a reflected image RIm; (iv) a substantially 
spherical light reflecting second surface 14, optionally having 
a shape of a steradial sector of a hemisphere (a fraction of the 
2x steradians defined by a hemisphere) and having a second 
45 surface geometric center GC-2 that is substantially the same 
as the first surface geometric center, for receiving and dis- 
playing the reflected visually perceptible image RIm of a 
portion ofthe night sky reflected from the first surface; and (v) 
an interior region 15 between the first and second surfaces. 
The projector 12 optionally includes a position adjustment 
mechanism 12PAM that is controllably movable in at least 
two directions, from among three substantially orthogonal 
directions, such as upidown, rightileft and forwardrearward, 
to allow adjustment of the position (location andor angular 
55 orientation) of the visually perceptible image received by the 
first surface 13. 
Optionally, the first surface 13 is moved along a first cur- 
vilinear (horizontal) track 13-1, corresponding to an azi- 
muthal angle 4, and independently along a second (vertical) 
60 track 13-2, corresponding to a polar angle 8, as illustrated in 
FIG. 2. Movement ofthe first surface 13 along one or both of 
the tracks, 13-1 and 13-2, will change the position of the 
image that appears on the second surface 14. 
The second surface 14 shown in FIG. 1 is optionally a 
65 selectedportionofa hemisphere, such as a quarter-sphere that 
subtends x steradians, having a radius R(14) preferably in a 
range 1.5 MSR(14)S20 M, this surface (apart from a second 
50 
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surface support structure 14SS, shown in FIG. 4) can be support the second surface 14), the inlet valve 141V is (re) 
folded. If the second surface 14 is made of fabric or another opened, and additional gas is admitted into the volume 
foldable surface, this component, other than the support 14IntV until the present pressure differential is at least equal 
structure 14SS, can be folded into a compact volume esti- to (l+f)Ap(thr), where fis a selectednon-negative value (e.g., 
mated to be 30x30~30 cm3, or larger or smaller if desired. The 5 f=O or 0.5 or 1 or 2 or 5 or 10). The pressure sensing mecha- 
support structure 14SS for the second surface is decompos- 
able into a collection of N tube sections (N22), each prefer- 
ably conical rather than cylindrical in cross section, that fit 
together end to end andor intersect and mate with each other, 
as illustrated in FIGS. 3A and 3B. In one embodiment of the i o  
support structure 14SS in FIG. 4, a first portion ofthe support 
structure extends along a perimeter of the second surface, and 
a second portion of the support structure extends from a first 
arm 14ARM-1 ofthe perimeter to a second arm 14ARM-2, as 
illustrated in FIG. 4. Two advantages of use of a collection of 15 
nism 14PS will cause the pressure differential mechanism to 
vary reasonably smoothly between Ap(thr) and (l+f)Ap(thr). 
The embodiment of FIG. 5 does not require that the interior 
15 (FIGS. 1, 5) of the structure between the first surface 13 
and the second surface 14 be pressurized or temperature 
controlled. For this reason, the structure 10’ for the embodi- 
ment in FIG. 5 can be easily scaled up or scaled down, 
according to the size of the viewing audience, without con- 
cern about environmental variables such as interior pressure 
or interior temnerature. u 
tube sections, as part of the second surface support structure 
14SS, are that (1) the diameter or size ofthe support structure 
14SS can be varied according to the size of the second surface 
that is needed and (2) the support structure 14SS can be 
disassembled into a collection of individual tube sections for 20 
portability. 
Alternatively, the second surface support structure 14SS 
can be one or a few relatively large “rib” sections, also illus- 
trated in FIG. 4, that serve as a single unit to support the 
second surface 14 and mav be. but need not be. nortable. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A structure for displaying configuration of a portion of 
a computer, having a temporary or permanent memory that 
contains at least one image signal representing one or 
more images of a portion of the sky when viewed from 
an arbitrarily selectable position; 
a projector that receives the at least one image signal from 
the computer and forms and projects a visually percep- 
tible image: 
the night sky, the structure comprising: 
25 
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Alternatively, the second surface 14 and an associated sup- 
port structure for the display structure 10’ can be an inflatable 
structure, including a light-reflecting screen 14L1, as illus- 
trated in FIG. 5. The display screen component includes first 
and second layers, 14L1 and 14L2, which are spaced apart by 30 
a varying separation distance d(sep) and which together pref- 
erably define a closed volume 14IntV that is connected to a 
pressurized gas source 14GS through an activatable inlet 
valve 14IV. The first layer 14L1 preferably conforms to a 
substantially spherical or spheroidal surface that receives and 35 
display an image of a portion of the simulated night sky. The 
second surface 14 defines and encloses the interior volume 
14IntV. 
In FIG. 5, the inlet valve 141V admits a controllable 
amount of the gas from the source 14GS ( e x .  a fan or mes- 40 
U I  
a substantially spherical light-reflecting first surface and 
first surface positioning mechanism, having a first sur- 
face geometric center at a selected location, for receiv- 
ing and reflecting at least a portion of the visually per- 
ceptible image from the projector; and 
a second surface, having a shape of substantially a steradial 
sector of a hemisphere and having a second surface 
geometric center located at substantially the same loca- 
tion as the first surface geometric center, for receiving 
and displaying the visually perceptible image reflected 
from the first surface, 
wherein the computer, the projector, the first surface and 
the second surface have a total mass not, exceeding 
about 20 Kgm. 
2. The structure of claim 1. wherein said first surface and u \ U I  
surized gas delivery system) into the volume 14IntV, thereby positioning mechanism comprises a position adjustment 
increasing (by inflation) the enclosed volume within 14IntV mechanism for: (i) adjusting a representative height of said 
that is enclosedby the first and second layers, 14L1 and 14L2, first surface and (ii) adjusting an angular orientation of said 
and “stiffening” and supporting the light-reflecting first layer first surface about independently oriented first and second 
14L1 and second layer 14L2, for improved image presenta- 45 axes of rotation of said first surface. 
tion on the first layer 14L1. The pressure differential Ap 3. The structure of claim 1, wherein said first surface com- 
(relative to ambient air pressure of about 14.7 psi or another prises: 
pressure value) required to support the first and second layers, a first substantially spherical layer, drawn from the group 
14L1 and14L2, is very small, (e.g., 0.05-2 psi), because ofthe of materials consisting of wood, plastic, fiberglass and 
relatively large surface area and the relatively low mass of the 50 glass; and 
first and second layers. In its inflated condition, the second a second layer that is a light reflecting coating conformally 
surface 14 is preferably sufficiently “stiffened” to support applied in association with the first layer. 
itself so that a supplemental support structure is not needed: 4. The structure of claim 1, wherein said second surface 
the second surface 14 becomes self-supporting or self-stand- comprises a second surface drawn from a group consisting of 
ing. The gas introduced into the volume 14V may be one or 55 cloth, paper, cardboard, wood and fabric. 
more of air, N,, CO, CO,. He, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe, air or any other 5. The structure of claim 1, wherein said computer, said 
suitable gas, preferably relatively inert. projector, said first surface and said second surface can be 
Optionally, the valve 141V in FIG. 5, or another associated disassembled and contained in a total volume not exceeding 
valve 140v may also function as an outlet valve to allow about 27000 cm3. 
bleed-off of the positive pressure differential (inside versus 60 6. The structure of claim 1, wherein said computer is pro- 
ambient) in the interior volume 14Intv for example, to dis- grammed to display at least one of (i) said night sky at two or 
assemble andor transport the structure 10’. Alternatively, the more spaced apart times and (ii) said night sky viewed from at 
volume 14IntV or the inlet valve 141V may be provided with least first and second selectable positions. 
a pressure sensing mechanism 14PS, associated with the gas 7. The structure of claim 1, wherein said second surface is 
source 14GS, that determines and responds to the present 65 foldable or flexible, further comprising a support structure to 
pressure differential Ap. When this pressure differential support said second surface, the support surface comprising 
decreases below a threshold value Ap(thr) (e.g., required to (i) a first collection oftube sections that fit together end to end 
US 7,438,422 B1 
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and are attached to a perimeter of said second surface and (ii) 
a second collection of tube sections, having at least first and 
second tube sections that intersect with and attach, at first and 
second spaced apart locations, to third and fourth tube sec- 
tions, respectively, in the first collection, to hold the third and 5 
fourth tube sections apart from each other. 
8. The structure of claim 7, wherein at least two tube 
sections in said first collection oftube sections have a conical 
cross section. 
sections in said second co~~ection f tube sections have a 
conical cross section. 
10. The structure of claim 1, wherein said second surface 
comprises: 
at least first and second surface components, connected 
together to define an enclosed volume that can receive 
surface when gas having at least a 
pressure difference relative to ambient air pressure out- 2o consisting of air, N,, CO, CO,,H~, N ~ ,  h, &, xe and air, 
side the enclosed volume is contained in the enclosed 
second surface is substantially a portion of a spherical or 
spheroidal surface and reflects said visually perceptible 
image received at said second surface; and 
a gas inlet valve, associated with at least one of the first and 
second surface components, to permit the gas to be intro- 
duced into the enclosed volume. 
11. The structure of claim 10, wherein said gas inlet valve 
also Serves as a gas outlet valve to allow gas to be ~ m ~ ~ e d  
from said enclosed volume. 
12. The structure of claim 10, further comprising a gas 
control mechanism, associated with said gas inlet valve, that: 
(1) senses a pressure difference between said gas within said 
enclosed volume and said ambient gas; and (2) when the 
sensed pressure difference is less than a selected threshold 
15 pressure difference, the gas control mechanism causes said 
gas inlet valve to introduce additional gas into said enclosed 
volume, 
bination of one or more selected gases drawn from the group 
9. The structure of claim 7, wherein at least two tube 10 
and a gas and that a self-standing second 13. The structure of claim 10, wherein said gas is a corn- 
volume, where at least one surface component of said * * * * *  
